
(We also used some of the following narrative to help lead and explain the first, found here:
http://www.greeneducationfoundation.org/institute/lesson-clearinghouse/351-Tree-Life-Cycle-Creative-Move
ment.html )

Tree Life Cycle Creative Movement:
● Become a seed: Ask students: how are trees born? (from a seed). Students curl up in a tight ball to

become a seed.

● Become a sprout: Ask students: what happens to a seed? (it sprouts). Start to slowly uncurl
yourself. Stand on your knees.

● Grow branches: Ask students: what are the parts of trees that leaves are attached to? (branches).
Slowly stick out one arm with your fist clenched so you’ve grown one branch. Stick out another arm.
Your tree now has two branches.

● Grow taller: Stand up tall putting your feet together. Your tree is growing taller and older.

● Grow leaves: Wiggle your fingers to represent leaves. Rub fingers together—listen to the leaves.

● Spread your roots: Spread feet apart. Now your tree has lots of roots. Wiggle your toes—you grow
lots of little roots.

● Sway with the breeze: Hold arms up and gently move and sway arms side to side.

We skipped the following parts, but could re-visit in future garden visits to tie-in to the weather curriculum.
● Get attacked by insects: Scratch all over as insects attack you.

● Get struck by lightning: Bang—a bolt of lightning strikes a branch. Everyone loses a branch (one
arm to the side).

● Get pecked by woodpeckers: Make a hammering sound and shake. woodpeckers peck into your
dead wood. Another branch falls off. (Put another arm down.)

● Get blown over in a storm: Make a creaking noise, lean to side and fall to the ground. You blow
down in a storm.

● New seed sprouts: Gradually raise one arm. A new seed slowly sprouts from your old rotting wood.
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Scientific Fact: they close up when damp and wet and then when dry and breezy they open up, they 
are lighter and can travel further when the wind blows (this helps the pine trees spread their seeds 
farther, so they don't crowd the parent trees) - 

Science Experiment: just a soak in water to watch the transformation (we could do these indoors if 
rainy out): soak two dry (open) pinecones in hot water and in cold water jars and watch the 
transformation. (20min or so) Have a third wet pine cone in a dry jar, and check back the next day to 
see what happens. Kids can observe these pinecones and record what they see with drawings or 
words in their garden journals. We will have a few extra's out of jars to feel, observe, draw...

Pinecone weather station: hang a pine cone outside to measure humidity/chance of rain.

Recite/Movement Activity:

I'm a Little Pinecone added 10-25-05 Submitted and written by: Clare Avery 

Sung to: "I'm a Little Teapot"

I'm a little pinecone
brown and small
I live in a pine tree, oh so tall.
When the cold wind blows
I dance and hop -
down to the ground with a
PLOP, PLOP, PLOP!
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